We demonstrate generation and measurement of intense deep-ultraviolet light pulses with a duration of ∼2:8 fs (FWHM of the intensity envelope) and a wavelength distribution between 230 and 290 nm. They emerge via direct frequency upconversion of sub-4 fs laser pulses of a carrier wavelength of ∼750 nm focused into an Ne-filled, quasistatic gas cell. Dispersion-free, third-order autocorrelation measurements provide access to their temporal intensity profile. © 2010 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 190.7110, 190.7220, 320.5550. Development of ever-shorter laser pulses provides timeresolved spectroscopy with ever-higher resolution to explore and control dynamics in the microcosm. Attosecond technology [1] has recently advanced this resolution to the atomic unit of time [2] , and via its key tools, attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses and controlled few-cycle near-IR (NIR) laser fields, have allowed insight into and control of electronic processes in atoms [3] and in molecules [4] . For triggering and steering of ultrafast electron dynamics in the valence shell of molecules, solids, nanoparticles, and clusters, few-cycle light pulses in the deep and vacuum UV (DUV/VUS, 100-300 nm) should be added to the toolbox of modern ultrafast and attosecond science [5, 6] . Generation of ultrashort UV pulses with durations ranging from ∼100 fs to the few-cycle regime is now possible by use of several techniques. Nonlinear pulse broadening and compression [7, 8] , four-wave-mixing in hollow-core fibers [9] or in filaments [10] and direct frequency upconversion of multicycle [11, 12] or few-cycle pulses in the NIR [13, 14] are the most prominent examples. The latter technique has permitted generation of, hitherto, the shortest pulses in the deep UV (∼3:7 fs and ∼4:5 eV) characterized with FROG [14] , and has indicated the potential for further reduction of their duration when driven by shorter NIR pulses.
Development of ever-shorter laser pulses provides timeresolved spectroscopy with ever-higher resolution to explore and control dynamics in the microcosm. Attosecond technology [1] has recently advanced this resolution to the atomic unit of time [2] , and via its key tools, attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses and controlled few-cycle near-IR (NIR) laser fields, have allowed insight into and control of electronic processes in atoms [3] and in molecules [4] . For triggering and steering of ultrafast electron dynamics in the valence shell of molecules, solids, nanoparticles, and clusters, few-cycle light pulses in the deep and vacuum UV (DUV/VUS, 100-300 nm) should be added to the toolbox of modern ultrafast and attosecond science [5, 6] .
Generation of ultrashort UV pulses with durations ranging from ∼100 fs to the few-cycle regime is now possible by use of several techniques. Nonlinear pulse broadening and compression [7, 8] , four-wave-mixing in hollow-core fibers [9] or in filaments [10] and direct frequency upconversion of multicycle [11, 12] or few-cycle pulses in the NIR [13, 14] are the most prominent examples. The latter technique has permitted generation of, hitherto, the shortest pulses in the deep UV (∼3:7 fs and ∼4:5 eV) characterized with FROG [14] , and has indicated the potential for further reduction of their duration when driven by shorter NIR pulses.
Here we explore this potential by direct frequency upconversion of sub-4 fs NIR pulses into the deep UV. To overcome the limitations imposed by the dispersion of nonlinear solid-state detectors, we have opted for an approach combining an all-reflective autocorrelation [15] and a gas-phase nonlinear medium (Kr). Such a scheme has been employed successfully for the characterization of attosecond pulse trains in the VUV/XUV regime [16] [17] [18] . Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the experimental apparatus. Sub-4 fs pulses [2, 19] at a carrier wavelength of 750 nm and an energy of 0:25 mJ are focused by a concave (f ¼ 600 mm) silver-coated mirror into a 3-mm-long quasi-static gas cell filled with neon (∼5 bar) to produce the third harmonic of the broadband fundamental radiation. The cell is assembled in a vacuum chamber. The background pressure is maintained at 10 −1 mbar. The energy of the emerging deep UV pulses is approximately 1:5 μJ at the source [14] . Filtering the UV pulses out of their intense fundamental is accomplished by a pair of Brewster reflections (74°at 750 nm) from silicon mirrors installed in a second vacuum chamber, 1 m downstream from the source. The s-polarized component of the NIR pulses, which is relatively weak with respect to the p-polarized component (s:p ratio ∼10 −3 ) but comparable to the UV radiation, is suppressed prior to the NIR-to-UV conversion by passage through a series of (15) thin 2 μm polymer pellicles installed at the Brewster angle. The two filtering schemes allow NIR pulse suppression down to ∼50 nJ and shift their central energy to ∼2 eV ð622 nmÞ due to the spectrally nonuniform reflectivity of the silicon mirrors. The energy of the transmitted UV pulses is 300 nJ. An aperture installed in the beam path could further suppress the more diverging, when compared to the UV, fundamental.
Dispersion-free beam splitting of the UV beam is implemented by a module of two D-shaped, plain aluminum mirrors, one of which is mounted on a translation stage controlled with a piezo actuator with nanometric accuracy. The two beams of comparable intensity are then focused by an f ¼ 125 mm, superpolished, aluminumcoated mirror to ionize krypton atoms (∼10 −7 mbar) at the entrance of a high-resolution reflectron-type ion-mass spectrometer. To ensure optimal spatial as well as temporal overlap of the two beams in the focus, a telescope is used to image the focal plane onto a detector, based on a phosphor screen and a CCD camera. Representative interference snapshots of the UV beams at the focal plane are shown at the lower right corner of Fig. 1 .
Three-photon ionization of Kr atoms (ionization potential: I p ¼ 13:99 eV) by our broadband UV pulses, spanning over a band of more than 1 eV in photon energy and centered at ∼4:7 eV [ Fig. 2(a) ], is the nonlinear process of choice for the autocorrelation scheme presented. The suitability of krypton as a gas-phase nonlinear medium has been demonstrated earlier [20] for pulses in the vacuum UV range. To ensure that the complex electroniclevel structure of Kr, near the ionization threshold, does not affect its nonlinear properties when broadband pulses are used to ionize and partially populate these levels, we first set out to determine the nonlinearity of the ionization yield under our experimental conditions. Figure 2(b) shows the variation of the Kr þ yield versus energy of the UV pulses (estimated intensity in the focus: I UV ∼1-2 10 13 W=cm 2 , pulse energy after all optical elements and aperture ∼20 nJ), which is varied by tuning the pressure of neon in the generation cell. A slope of ∼2:9, derived by the fitting of these data, is compatible with the anticipated third-order nonlinearity. Similar results are obtained when the intensity of the UV pulses is varied by an aperture. The variation of the Kr þ yield as a function of the delay (step 0:1 fs) between the two UV pulse replicas in the focus is shown in Fig. 3(a) (square dots) and corresponds to a third-order fringe-resolved autocorrelation trace of the UV pulses. The interference fringes across the recorded trace are compatible with a central energy of ∼4:7 eVð263 nmÞ, in agreement with that inferred from the spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) . A slower beating at the frequency of the residual laser that survives filtering is also discernible, particularly at positive delays.
We derive the duration of the UV pulses utilizing two complementary approaches. Before doing so, we comment on the presence of interference fringes-at the frequency of the laser-and their filtering. As the intensity of the laser pulses in the focus is insufficient to ionize krypton (which we verified experimentally by turning off the UV pulses)-its presence in the trace suggests an additional ionization channel. With the help of 3D single-active-electron simulations of the interaction of the composite (3ω þ 1ω) light field with a model Kr atom, we have identified this channel to be a 3UV þ 1IR resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization [21] . Because the yield of this ionization channel depends linearly on the energy of the residual NIR laser pulses, it gives rise to a linear autocorrelation trace, at the frequency of the laser, superimposed on the third-order UV trace. Owing to its linear character, it can be unambiguously subtracted from the autocorrelation trace via a numerical band-block filtering in order to facilitate its more detailed analysis. Note that despite the first-order volume autocorrelations averaging out to zero [22] , the spatial confinement of the UV pulses and, therefore, of the 3UVþ 1IR process to within a fraction of that of the NIR pulses can enable linear contributions [23] .
In the first approach, the best fit to the fringe-averaged envelope is shown in Fig. 3(b) as a dashed curve, with a temporal width of τ ac ¼ 3:6 fs. The duration of the UV pulses τ UV can be calculated as τ UV ¼ τ ac =d, where the deconvolution factor d depends on both the order of the autocorrelation and the pulse shape. Based on the simulated third-order autocorrelation trace of the bandwidth-limited pulse, which is composed of the spectrum of Fig. 2(a) , we derive d ¼ 1:3. This yields an FWHM pulse duration of τ UV ∼2:8 fs. The result is consistent with the ∼2:5 fs Fourier limit that can be evaluated from the UV spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) .
In the second approach [ Fig. 3(c) ], we fit the filtered trace by a synthetic autocorrelation trace that we construct for a pulse with a spectrum, shown in Fig. 2(a) , and a second-order spectral phase used as a fit parameter. To account for the geometric features of the all-reflective autocorrelator, we have generalized the theoretical approach introduced in [22] to a third-order nonlinearity. The synthetic trace with the highest merit of fitness to the experimental data is shown (red dashed curve) along with the filtered experimental trace in Fig. 3(c) and yields an FWHM duration of the UV pulse of 2:8 fs in good agreement with the result of our more simple analysis based on fringe-averaged autocorrelation.
Adding the demonstrated intense sub-3 fs deep-UV pulses to the toolbox of attosecond technology will advance ultrafast spectroscopy in several ways. Efficient creation of superposition states in the valence band via single-photon or few-photon excitation will allow launching of valence electron wavepackets in neutral molecules for the first time (to our knowledge). The subsequent electron wavepacket dynamics in molecular orbitals can be studied in the absence of strong NIR fields via timeresolved absorption or photoelectron spectroscopy implemented with weak attosecond probe pulses. The resolution of this time-resolved spectroscopy is limited by the duration of the excitation extending over where the number of UV photons absorbed resonantly. We expect this resolution to approach and overcome the 1 fs frontier in the foreseeable future, providing unprecedented access to a wide range of electron dynamics in the valence shell of atoms, molecules, nanoassemblies, and clusters.
